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Extension belt 180 cm

Price 24.60 Euro

Availability Available

Shipping time 48 hours

Number RX-085_EXT_SLING_180

Product description
Extension belt in aerial hoop training?

The extension belt can be useful for you during aerial hoop classes. The extension belt is a fastening element used to easily
adjust the height at which the aerial hoop is.

The price is for the extention belt. A connector needs to be ordered separately.

Extension belt as aerial hoop accessory

The extension belt is especially useful at the beginning of aerial hoop training, as the person exercising may not be aware of
the body position. Thanks to it, you can suspend the aerial hoop in such a way that it can be easily reached from the floor. In
this way, the exercising person has direct access to the hoop.

The height of the extension belt can be adjusted depending on the current needs therefore it can be suspended in rooms with
a height between 3 to 4.5m. It can be used both at home and in aerial studios during aerial silks or aerial hoop training. Often,
however, people doing aerial silks simply buy a longer silk - the choice is yours :)

Specification

The extension belt is highly durale, which in turn translates into maximum safety. The special design of the extension belt
prevents seam tearing during work and intense aerial hoop training. Aditionally, thanks to the high-quality materials it is made
of, it can withstand a load of up to 20 kN.

Adjustable Aerial Hoop Extension Belt - short specification:

- 180 cm long belt with loops,
- adjustment every 20 cm,
- possibility of installation in rooms between 3 to 4.5 m high,
- certified seams,
- provides maximum safety,
- simple assembly,
- made of polyester,
- strength: 20kN = 2 tons.
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